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maximum accuracy and blow. Who's Afraid of the Big, Bad Regiment PSW505? Probably anyone who is not ready for loud, low bass, delivered with maximum accuracy and blow. The Polk PSW505 boasts a very solidly built, slot-loaded enclosure - by reducing port turbulence and distortion, the Vent load slot sends a bass that fills your
room and still retains details and shape. Inside this enclosure, the regiment is hidden by a muscular 300-watt RMS amplifier that powers a high-quality 12 long woofer throw. The Woober Hi-Roll foam surround gives the cone more flexibility for back and forth movement. This beast sends a lot of sound! PSW505 doesn't stop there, either.
Along with the exact minimums for rounding up your music, and all the deep bass growl you crave for a home theater, this sub offers flexible connectivity options and a good look. The unfiltered LFE entry allows you to maintain an accurate bass with your Dolby Digital home theater. Ins and exits at the speaker level and line input add to
your options. And the cool style, with silver details and a real wooden veneer, is another popular touch. Details: Video-screened slot-charged case 300-watt RMS amp 12 front, long-term driver frequency response 28-125 Hz (-3dB) continuously variable 60-120 Hz crossover unfiltered LFE entry for 5.. 1 bass line level input level input and
outputs with mandatory post-volume control phase connectors automatic switch automatic on/off 15-1/8W x 16-3/16H x 18-5/8D Warranty: 5 years woofer, 3 Year READ LESS MFR amplifier #AM5050-A Features Ins and Out Notes Specification Notes Notes Features Driver: PSW505 uses a 12 long cast polymer composite driver cone for
a deep, smooth response and low distortion. For a longer excursion, woofer uses hi-roll foam surround. Video screened: The subwoofer is magnetically screened to ensure safe placement next to TVs and video monitors. Amplifier: The subwoofer is powered by a high-precision amplifier producing 300 W RMS/460 W dynamic power. Hull:
The PSW505 solid MDF case (including one inch thick anterior partition) suppresses the panel's resonance case for distortion-free, accurate response. Slot-loaded Venting: THE PSW505 has a wide, long, rear-fire air-load slot (approximately 12 x 1-1/4) to dramatically reduce turbulence, noise and distortion and significantly improve bass
reactions. 3-Way Power Switch: Subwoofer has a 3-way power switch on the back. You can choose Auto, which turns on the device automatically when the input is received and A few minutes after the signal stops; Turned on, which keeps the device on before it's turned off, and is turned off, which completely shuts down the device
(instead of putting it on standby). LED power light glows When the device is on and red when the device is turned off. Volume adjustment: The PSW505 has a rotating volume controller to adjust the volume of the subwoofer compared to other speakers in the system. Phase switch: The subwoofer phase switch allows you to choose normal
or reverse. If the bass sounds dirty or unclear, toggling phase control can sometimes strengthen the bass attack. Low aisle filter: THE PSW505 offers a permanently variable low-aisle filter adjustable from 60-120 Hz with a 24dB/octave slope. Note: When the subwoofer is connected to the receiver through the LFE input, the filter with a low
passage of the subwoofer is bypassed. The filter built into the receiver relies on filtering the subwoofer output frequencies. Ins and outs of LFE Notes (unfiltered) Entry: PSW505 has a gilded mono RCA LFE (Low Frequency Effects) entry. This input should be used when connecting to a receiver with a filtered subwoofer output, for
example, on most home theater receivers (check the receiver owner's manual). Entering LFE bypasses the built-in low-ask crossover subwoofer. Note: If the receiver's subwoofer output is unfiltered, either the left or the right subwoofer input line should be used. Line (filtered) Entrances: The Subwoofer has gilded left and right RCA level
entrances. This input is used with electronics with unfiltered Pre Out connectors (example: a separate pre-installed processor with a separate amplifier). This may require Y adapters to connect the left and right outputs of the preordered processor as a subwoofer and power amplifier. Speaker entry/exit: The subwoofer has a 5-way
mandatory pillar connections to enter and display the level of the front speaker. The low-test subwoofer filter receives low frequencies (based on filter settings) and transmits a full signal to the speakers. This is the recommended method of connecting the subwoofer with the Polk Audio RM RM-Series Home Theater speaker package and
other satellite speaker systems. Frequency Response Specifications: The total frequency response for the subwoofer is 23-160 Hz, and the reaction rate of -3 dB is 28-125 Hz. Guarantee Note Amplifier: The amplifier guarantee is 3 years of parts and labor. Driver: The warranty on the driver is 5 years of parts and labor. ARTICLES Our
goal is to provide you with quick access to the content of the user manual for Polk Audio POWERED SUBWOOFER PSW505. Using an online preview, you can quickly view the content and go to a page where you'll find a solution to your problem with Polk Audio POWERED SUBWOOFER PSW505. For your convenience, if viewing the
Polk Audio POWERED SUBWOOFER PSW505 user manual directly on this site is not convenient for you, there are two possible solutions: Full Screen Viewing - easy to view the user's manual downloading it to your computer), you can use View mode. To start viewing the Polk Audio POWERED SUBWOOFER PSW505 manual on full
screen, use buttonFullscreen. Download to your computer - You can also download the Polk Audio POWERED SUBWOOFER PSW505 user manual to your computer and store it in the files. However, if you don't want to take up too much disk space, you can always download it in the future from ManualsBase. Polk Audio POWERED
SUBWOOFER PSW505 Custom Advertising Advertising Many people prefer to read documents not on the screen but in the printed version. Also was given the opportunity to print the guide, and you can use it by clicking on the link above - Print Guide. You don't need to print all the Polk Audio GUIDE POWERED SUBWOOFER PSW505,
but only selected pages. Paper. Below are previews of the content of the user guides presented in the following pages of Polk Audio POWERED SUBWOOFER PSW505. If you want to quickly see the contents of the pages found on the following pages of the guide, you can use them. Contact Information Online user of manual database
© 2020 ManualsBase.com. All rights are reserved. Reserved. polk audio subwoofer psw505 manual
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